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You are invited!
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Join the International Prayer Vigil for Peace, initiated by the ACT
Palestine Forum, to pray for all who are suffering in the Holy Land
and for peace in the Middle East.
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This ecumenical prayer vigil will continue on the 24th of every
month until the Israeli occupation is dismantled, violence in the
Middle East ends, and all can celebrate a just and lasting
negotiated resolution to the Palestinian-Israeli conflict.
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We invite you to join us in prayer:
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Together we pray with and for our sisters and brothers in the Holy
Land, lifting up prayers for the peace of Jerusalem, of Israel, and
of Palestine. Lord, where relationships are broken, where people
are isolated – from each other and also from goods and services
that alleviate suffering – and where political processes meant to
restore dignity produce cynicism and anger, grant that your mercy
and life-restoring steadfastness may astound us, animating in us
an eagerness to forgive and be forgiven. Empower individuals,
communities, and nations to be generous and tenderhearted. Bless
Palestinians and Israelis who dare to take risks for peace. Guide
and refresh all those who accompany them. Amen.
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*Plan a prayer vigil on the 24th of an upcoming month
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*Put your vigil on the map! Add your vigil to this crowd sourced map so
others in your area can see it and we can see how widespread the vigils
are. (https://elcapnw.crowdmap.com/)
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*Add an educational component: show parts of a documentary film; invite
an Ecumenical Accompanier, a Young Adult in Global Mission (YAGM)
volunteer or former missionary to speak about their experiences living in
the Holy Land
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*Hand out educational materials: check out the PNW website for handouts
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*Plan a series of prayer vigils hosted by different ecumenical partners
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For more information:
The ELCA’s Peace Not Walls campaign:
www.elca.org/peacenotwalls
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The ACT Palestine Forum Prayer Vigil:
www.actpalestineforum.org/vigil
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The Evangelical Lutheran Church in Jordan and the Holy Land:
www.elcjhl.org
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Contact us with any questions:
peacenotwalls@elca.org
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